
 

 

WINNERS 

OCTOBER & NOVEMBER 2020 

FRAN HUTCHINSON, JAMES LEWIS & BLAINE DICKSON!! 

A huge wave of staff nominations came in from October through to November when we reintroduced the staff excellence award. 

As expected, the excellence levels remain high and proves the team we have, are committed and absolutely passionate about the 

entire customer journey. From the comments and feedback you will read on the attached nominations list, you will clearly be able to 

identify the effort and the inter departmental strength that has cemented over the years! Well done to everyone who has come back 

to what has felt alien to us all, with the challenges and pressures faced but have risen to them and succeeded. 

I hope you don’t mind me taking the time to also thank the managers for the pain, sweat and possibly tears in doing everything they 

possibly could in making us operational safely and the security team for ensuring the safety of the building and staff at all times, 

they have kept the pulse of the building beating. The sound of the customer satisfaction roar is even louder than before because of 

all of your actions. 

Congratulations to all staff who have received nominations over the two months, you all identify as winners. As we were spreading 

this over two months, we couldn’t select just one or two to highlight but three. The three selected were for very different reasons but 

all made a huge impact in the organisation in some way.  

• Fran had a huge task in trying to reorganise Dinos to enable the club once again. Tough efforts, safety measures 

and time taken to make it all work was such a hard task.  

• James Lewis for the exceptional levels of customer interaction and engagement throughout the journey is 

considered to be constant, this including name checks and management recognition. 



• Blaine is the newest member of the team, after accepting a position within the retail team just before lockdown 

happened. Blaine was finally able to join the force in October and displayed fantastic cross departmental 

contributions straight away and this did not go unnoticed. Incredible for a newbie! 

We would advise all staff to read the nominations list to see the feedback that has been received. It is of the highest quality.  

Please remember if you would like to nominate a member of staff for going above and beyond the call of duty, please make your 

entry by emailing Nina at nina.cowe@dynamicearth.co.uk 

                                                                                                                     

 

 

FRAN HUTCHINSON - LEARNING 

I'm not sure when the next opportunity will be to for nominated staff to be recognised through the Staff Excellent Award, but I very 

much wish to nominate Fran.  

Fran came back to work off Furlough in Late July and has worked alongside me to restart some of our face to face programmes. 

None of what we have managed to do over the past few months could have been done without her amazing work, least of all her 

management of Dino's. Below you will see a message that she has sent round the Learning Team to thank everyone for their work, 

but Fran herself deserves high praise and recognition. Dino's has been a part of DE for as long as we have been open and so it is 

very fitting that this was one of the first programmes we restarted as soon as we could when lockdown restrictions eased. This was 

no easy task, however, with a complete redesign of the structure of Dino's (mainly moving it to an outdoor based programme while 

still retaining appeal and accessibility for Dino's members) and ensuring that COVID safety was well established for the safety of 

all. Fran is probably tired of hearing thanks and praise from me, but I really hope that the company can also formally recognise her 

exemplary work. – CRAIG SMITH LEARNING MANAGER 

 

JAMES LEWIS – VISITOR SERVICES 

mailto:nina.cowe@dynamicearth.co.uk


I visited Dynamic Earth today and wanted to let you know that your staff were some of the most fantastic, enthusiastic, 

knowledgeable and welcoming individuals that I have ever experienced in an educational facility. From James at the front door to 

Jen (?) at the lifts who provided a series of interesting facts to keep the kids entertained whilst we waited for the lift. Then thought 

our whole ‘time travel experience’ all I can say that on each and every occasion my family and I were treated fantastically. A truly 

wonderful family day out that we had few and far between during these difficult days. With two young children it can often be 

difficult but even with a rather adventurous (hyperactive) 2 year old all our needs and more were met. From taking time to talk 

through ‘cool facts’ about dinosaurs or even worms (!) the kids had an absolute fantastic time. I think that praise is not distributed as 

much as it should be nowadays and I would please ask that you tell each and every one of your Saturday shift (21 Nov 2020) that 

they made this trip one of the best family days out we’ve done since lockdown! Please, please, please can you let them all know 

that what they are doing is really a step above the rest and their qualities shines through. Can you also give the HR and training 

manager a pat on the back too!  

I’m delighted to have my explorer pass and the whole family can’t wait to come back!  Please think about his well this experience is 

for your members: the public when considering your future staffing. Well done and keep up great work guys! – CUSTOMER 

FEEDBACK 

 

Secondly I would like to nominate James in Visitor Services who has been exceptional with his engagement since we have 

reopened up, particularly in areas such as the Rainforest and 4D pre-show. He has also been able to do quality engagement in 

other roles such as bringing visitors down the stairs to begin the tour (talking to kids about the planets as they are waiting to go into 

Scotland’s Time Lords), in essence he hasn’t shown any signs of rust since we have reopened after a long period of closure- 

GRAEME HALDANE VS MANAGER 

 

BLAINE DICKSON - RETAIL 

I would like to nominate Blaine in retail for staff excellence. 

Blaine has been very helpful in stepping in for Visitor Services when we have been down on staff lately and I have been very 

impressed with the enthusiasm that she has given to the role asked of her. Blaine has also stepped in at short notice this weekend 

due to a last minute absence from a staff member – GRAEME HALDANE VS 



 

D 
Name 

Nominated By / Customer 
Feedback  Reasons 

LEARNING Fran 
Hutchinson 

Craig Smith - Learning I'm not sure when the next opportunity will be to for nominated staff to be 
recognised through the Staff Excellent Award, but I very much wish to 
nominate Fran.  
Fran came back to work off Furlough in Late July and has worked alongside 
me to restart some of our face to face programmes. None of what we have 
managed to do over the past few months could have been done without her 
amazing work, least of all her management of Dino's. Below you will see a 
message that she has sent round the Learning Team to thank everyone for 
their work, but Fran herself deserves high praise and recognition. Dino's has 
been a part of DE for as long as we have been open and so it is very fitting 
that this was one of the first programmes we restarted as soon as we could 
when lockdown restrictions eased. This was no easy task, however, with a 
complete redesign of the structure of Dino's (mainly moving it to an outdoor 
based programme while still retaining appeal and accessibility for Dino's 
members) and ensuring that COVID safety was well established for the safety 
of all. Fran is probably tired of hearing thanks and praise from me, but I really 
hope that the company can also formally recognise her exemplary work. 

RETAIL Blaine 
Dickson 

Graeme Haldane - VS I would like to nominate Blaine in retail for staff excellence. 
Blaine has been very helpful in stepping in for Visitor Services when we have 
been down on staff lately and I have been very impressed with the 
enthusiasm that she has given to the role asked of her. Blaine has also 
stepped in at short notice this weekend due to a last minute absence from a 
staff member. 

 
 

DCS 
F&B 

 
 

Lamin 
Marong 
Marina 

Rodrigues 

 
 

Jamie Cameron - DCS 

I would like to nominate Lamin Dcs and Marina from the Café. I had to take 

time off work as a family member became unwell. Lamin and Marina step in to 

help and cover my absence at short notice. Thank you for being such great 

team players. I’m very grateful to you both. 



 

 

    

D 
Name 

Nominated By / Customer 
Feedback  Reasons 

VS James Lewis 
Jennifer  

Steve, Jane, Sandie & Tommy 
- Visitors 

I visited Dynamic Earth today and wanted to let you know that your staff were 
some of the most fantastic, enthusiastic, knowledgeable and welcoming 
individuals that I have ever experienced in an educational facility. 
From James at the front door to Jen (?) at the lifts who provided a series of 
interesting facts to keep the kids entertained whilst we waited for the lift. Then 
thought our whole ‘time travel experience’ all I can say that on each and every 
occasion my family and I were treated fantastically. A truly wonderful family 
day out that we had few and far between during these difficult days.  
With two young children it can often be difficult but even with a rather 
adventurous (hyperactive) 2 year old all our needs and more were met. From 
taking time to talk through ‘cool facts’ about dinosaurs or even worms (!) the 
kids had an absolute fantastic time. 
I think that praise is not distributed as much as it should be nowadays and I 
would please ask that you tell each and every one of your Saturday shift (21 
Nov 2020) that they made this trip one of the best family days out we’ve done 
since lockdown! Please, please, please can you let them all know that what 
they are doing is really a step above the rest and their qualities shines 
through. Can you also give the HR and training manager a pat on the back 
too!  
I’m delighted to have my explorer pass and the whole family can’t wait to 
come back!  Please think about his well this experience is for your members: 
the public when considering your future staffing. Well done and keep up great 
work guys! 

Retail Lisa 
Geoghegan 

Hannah - Customer Not sure if you will remember this but last year you helped sort out a delivery 
of a husky dog from you gift shop for my daughter’s 7th birthday.  
Just thought you might want to know how much it meant to her... here is a 
picture of her when she opened husky a year ago and one of her going to bed 



 

tonight, the night before her 8th birthday, still snuggling her husky dog!!! He 
has been with her every night!!!!Hope you and your staff are all doing well and 
staying safe.Thank you once again. (Pictures attached) 

    

D 
Name 

Nominated By / Customer 
Feedback  Reasons 

SECURITY Security 
team 

Steven West – Maintenance  Not necessarily one person but I'd like to thank the security team who have 
been assisting with switching the heating on and off and resetting the boilers 
throughout the nights we are open to ensure the building is at the correct 
temperature in the morning. We lost control of this via the BMS and this has 
been business critical to ensuring our guests have the best possible 
experience. 

VS Scott 
Barclay  

Graeme Haldane - VS First nomination relates to the Trip Advisor review that we received yesterday 
(attached). As you can see Scott received some lovely feedback. 

VS James Lewis Graeme Haldane - VS Secondly I would like to nominate James in Visitor Services who has been 
exceptional with his engagement since we have reopened up, particularly in 
areas such as the Rainforest and 4D pre-show. He has also been able to do 
quality engagement in other roles such as bringing visitors down the stairs to 
begin the tour (talking to kids about the planets as they are waiting to go into 
Scotland’s Time Lords), in essence he hasn’t shown any signs of rust since 
we have reopened after a long period of closure 

SECURITY Andrew 
Swain 

Murray Wight - OPS I suspect it will be a while before this is awarded again but Swain should be 
considered when it does start again for the following reason. On Saturday 7th 
a family left a wheelchair behind in the car park after their visit to DE On 
Monday the 9th we were contacted by  the a guest who wanted to drive from 
Fife that night to collect the wheelchair. Instead of making the guest drive all 
the way back from Fife Swain suggested taking it to his home in Dalgetty Bay 
where the guest to collect it from.The guest was extremely grateful as this is 
well above and beyond his duties and exemplifies excellent customer service. 

SECURITY Security Julia Giraud - Finance I would like to nominate security as a department for keeping the building safe 
and working throughout the entire pandemic, without complaint. 



 

MKT Elinor Brown 
Jess 

Restrepo 

Laura Gordon - SEO I would like to nominate Elinor and Jess for the staff excellence award. We 

had a lot of content to get to the Science Festival in a really short amount of 

time. They converted it all into their amazing templates for a short deadline 

and nothing was too much trouble as I was messaging them with questions. 

D 
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ALL 

 
ALL 

Trip advisor – Visitor feedback So happy to see you open again 5* What a fantastic day we had Was really 

amazing to get to go round the attraction again all the staff were really friendly 

especially the cafe staff the social distancing was fantastic felt really safe the 

table service in the cafe was a fantastic addition to the cafe the new menu 

was excellent as well really enjoyed my chicken fajita and cheese panini and 

my hot chocolate was amazing thank you so much definitely recommend a 

return visit. 

 
ALL 

 
ALL 

 
Trip advisor – Visitor feedback 

Fantastic afternoon out for both kids and adult 5* Dynamic Earth is great fun 

and educational too (don't tell the kids - they're so busy having fun that they 

don't realise they're learning!) The tour is excellent and there's plenty to keep 

everyone occupied throughout. The staff are knowledgeable and friendly - 

they all went above and beyond to make our visit special. It's not just for the 

kids - adults will also have fun and we learned a few things we didn't know. 

Lovely gift shop too! We didn't use the café bit it looked well set out. There are 

currently lots of COVID safety measures in place (frequent hand sanitizer 

stations on the tour, clear floor markings for social distancing, one way 

systems etc. and you will need to wear a face covering due to Scottish 

Government rules). These are all well organised and a lot of thought has 

clearly gone into keeping everyone safe without spoiling the experience. Don't 

let COVID stop you - you'll have a fantastic time! 



 

 
ALL 

 
ALL 

 
Trip Advisor – Visitor 

feedback 

Great experience, great staff 5* All the staff very extremely helpful and 

friendly, and I would say the new safety measures have no impact on the 

amazing experience that Dynamic Earth offers. 

 

    
D 
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ALL 

 
ALL 

 
Trip advisor – Visitor feedback 

Great returning visit 5* It was great being back at Dynamic Earth after so long. 

The staff were really energetic and happy to be back, and the social 

distancing measures that have been put in place are well thought out and do 

keep the tour moving. It was understandable that the time machine lift and soft 

play were out of action as part of these measures, but the lively staff here 

really did make the exhibitions a lot of fun. The food from the cafe was brilliant 

too; the kids' lunch bag was full of goodies and the soup was excellent. A 

really nice returning visit. 

 
ALL 

 
ALL 

 
Trip Advisor – Visitor 

feedback 

Absolutely brilliant experience 5* Love this place! Loads of great learning but 

in a fun, interactive and never boring way. Especially loved the 3D trip to the 

rainforest and the super volcano film on the Show Dome. It was absolutely 

spotless with staff cleaning attractions continually. Hand sanitiser stations 

everywhere too & excellent scheduling gave us loads of space so never felt 

concerned at all. Staff are also a highlight. So friendly, helpful and informative. 

Can’t recommend Dynamic Earth enough. 

 
ALL 

 
ALL 

 
Trip Advisor – Visitor 

feedback 

New Planetarium show 5* We had a small preview of the new planetarium 

show at the showdome. It was amazing! Looking forward to see the full length 

one! As always, nice day out at dynamic earth. 
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VS 

 
 

Scott 
Barclay 

 
 

Trip Advisor – Visitor 
feedback 

Fun packed family day out 4*Well today I visited for the first time in a very long 

time.. Hadn't been since I was a child myself but returned for a visit today with 

my 9 year old daughter. We both had a lovely day out. Very informative and 

interesting yet not boring and keeps the attention span of the younger visitors. 

During these difficult times I can imagine the staff have a hard job keeping 

places clean tidy and sanitised and managing visitor numbers but every staff 

member we encountered were full of cheer friendly and a good bit of banter. 

Very adaptable to the audience they are faced with be it children or adults. 

Staff were great with my daughter and got a few laughs out of her. Scott I 

believe his name was in the rainforest exhibition was a gem of a guy and 

great with my daughter. They shared some laughs together. Will definitely be 

back for a return visit with my partner as she missed today's. Great job guys. 

Keep up the good work and stay safe. 

 
ALL 

 
ALL 

 
Alison - Visitor 

Just to say how much we enjoyed the new Showdome show "We are here". 

What really made it great was the hosts undeniable enthusiasm for the 

subject. Kept us all tuned in, and that's not the easiest thing for my 9 year old 

autistic son. So well done, very enjoyable. 



 

 
 
 

ALL 

 
 
 

ALL 

 
 
 

Wendy - Visitor 

I took my 5 children to Dynamic Earth last week as a treat for one of their 

birthdays. We all had a fantastic time & the staff were friendly. The staff were 

also very covid secure & the tour through the building was very well 

organised. I would also like to thank the staff as my daughter lost her mobile 

phone in Dynamic Earth & we didn't realise until we were on the train 

travelling home. When I arrived home, I called Dynamic Earth. The phone was 

found and it was very kindly posted back to me 😀 Dynamic Earth definitely 

gets 5 stars from me & my children. 
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ALL 

 
ALL 

 
Diamond - Visitor 

I had a great time exploring around, and the atmosphere was amazing and 

beautiful sightseeing too. 

ALL ALL Sarah - Visitor Really enjoyed our trip to dynamic earth. Well worth a visit and felt very Covid 

Safe. 

ALL ALL Katherine - Visitor yes great and very safe covid procedures. 

 
ALL 

 
ALL 

Tammy - Visitor Was really good, social distancing was ensured and enjoyed the whole 

experience very informative and the guides are great. 

 
ALL 

 
ALL 

 
Margaret – Visitor (Email 

feedback) 

Just wanted to record my thanks for allowing us to rearrange our visit, and to 

report we had a super time on Saturday. My grandsons loved it, and all staff 

were amazing. Thank you. 

 
CAFÉ 
ALL 

 
Susan Paton 

Ruairidh 
Ferguson 

 
Trip advisor feedback 

Loved coming back 5* Finally back after lock down! My son couldn't be 

happier. I came late but allowed the tour anyway. All members of staff extra 

helpful and kind. Let me praise Susan and Ruairidh here from the cafe, who 

went extra mile for my autistic son. The rest of Dynamic Earth team did great 



 

job, I just didn't register their names. The one thing that's changed after 

pandemic, is that there is no ride in Time Machine. But if my autistic son 

managed without it, I am sure you will too. Perfect to be back. 

 
LEARNING 

VS 
DCS 
MKT 

 
ALL 

 
School teacher feedback  

With great excitement, we set out for our first school trip since February – our 

destination, Dynamic Earth. On arrival, we were met by the staff and talked 

through all the safety procedures to comply with the current Covid regulations 

and then guided inside to our various activities. The set-up had been altered 

appropriately to keep everyone safe. Small tweaks of workshop venue and 

activity movement were in place and yet learner experience remained 

paramount and was unhampered by the changes. Hand sanitising dispensers 

were positioned at every appropriate station, equipment was handed out and 

taken back in diligently and all surfaces methodically wiped down as the 

groups left each area. This was all done with the minimum of fuss or intrusion 

and in no way detracted from our experience. We thoroughly enjoyed the 

‘Shake, Rattle and Roll’ workshop, a guided tour of ‘Survivors and Casualties’ 

and the adjoining rooms, a flight on the 4D plane through the Earth’s biomes 

and a film on super volcanoes in the Dome. The staff were friendly, 

enthusiastic, extremely knowledgeable and clearly delighted to have a school 

group back on site. We, in turn, were absolutely thrilled to have been able to 

make the trip and hugely appreciative of the work and effort that Dynamic 

Earth had put in to make this possible. I can highly recommend other school 

groups to start organising their returns to Dynamic Earth – they won’t be 

disappointed! Customer 

    
 

 


